
Bio for Joshua Hensley

Josh’s recovery story:

Although I have not personally struggled with or subsequently overcome addiction, I have 

been surrounded with it my entire life. Unfortunately, my story with my family and friends 

is more characterized by the pain of loss and trauma from addiction than by the joy that 

comes from overcoming it, and I don't want anyone to have to go through that. However, I 

have had the fortunate opportunity to meet many who have reached the other side of 

recovery that have taken that breath of fresh air and rid themselves of the bondage of 

addiction. That hope is contagious, and the struggle for freedom is worth every bit of the 

difficulty.

How Josh came to Next Step:

In April of 2021, while having a discussion with a close friend, I became more aware of just 

how deeply I cared for people struggling with addiction. The very next morning I came 

across this opportunity and looked into what Next Step was all about, and what I saw was 

truly the best path I have ever seen for those struggling with addiction to step past it and 

into a life of personal power and purpose. Once I had the opportunity to speak with Susan, I
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saw how deeply the care for each person that comes through NSR was embedded into the 

fabric of the organization, and that was something I wanted to be a part of.

Josh’s advice for recovering addicts and their friends & family: 

For those going through recovery, keep going, embrace the difficulty, and pursue the 

freedom that's on the other side. To families and friends, have faith, get the help you need 

personally, and learn healthy boundaries to be available as you can but make sure to take 

care of your own health as well. There is healing for addiction and for those impacted by it.

A little known fact about Josh:

I love cliff jumping and diving and am always seeking new places to do it.
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